Stepping with Confidence into Secondary
Senior Leadership 2022
A course for middle leaders or newly appointed assistant
headteachers
What delegates
said…..
“The opportunities to
visit different schools
was incredibly
valuable.”
“Interesting looking at
the different areas of
school leadership
which middle leaders
would rarely have an
opportunity to see.”
“Being able to meet
and interact with
others who are in a
similar position and
experience best
practice across a
range of different
situations was the
most useful aspect of
this course.”
“The survey
feedback was really
useful in helping me
identify my areas of
improvement.”

Delivered by the Secondary HIAS Inspector, this in-depth
programme supports the future senior leaders in our
schools.
The course is aimed at established middle leaders who are thinking about
the next steps in their career path, or highly aspirational teachers who are
secure in their subject, who have led others and wish to explore their
potential for senior leadership. It would also be appropriate for newly
appointed Assistant Headteachers or lead practitioners.
With many schools now ‘growing their own’ future leaders, this programme
will support with a focus on using other school contexts to challenge their
thinking and encourage the development of a wider theoretical base with
practical examples to inspire them. This will ensure that Governors continue
to be able to appoint experienced leaders ready to tackle the broad
challenges facing senior leadership teams today.

Learning Outcomes
• The exploration of a range of theoretical knowledge to consider how
senior leadership is different
• To engage in visits to a range of different types of schools to see how
leadership styles can differ very successfully and are matched to
context
• To reflect on seeing the “big picture” by engaging in a visit to a
colleagues’ school
• To learn more about your own leadership potential by undertaking a
360 review online
Session 1: What is the core purpose of the senior manager?
Session 2: Working with oversight of pastoral leadership
Session 3: Timetabling and data management
Session 4: Oversight of the outstanding curriculum
Session 5: Managing your career and developing a leadership style
and working

Course Dates
4 July, 20 September, 14 November 2022, 23 January
and 14 March 2023
Keyword Search:

Stepping Confidence

Location:

Winchester area

Cost:

Sub £600 SLA £375 Full £720

To search and book on the
Learning Zone use the course
title or the keyword search.
For booking information go to:
https://tinyurl.com/HTLCLMS

www.hants.gov.uk

